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ABSTRACT 
We show that certain generating functions, introduced by M. Brion, for multiplicities in 
plethysms are rational by interpreting them as Hilbert series. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let the group SL(2) = SL(2, C) act on the complex vector space V with basis 
x, y by gx = dx - by, gy = -cx + uy, where 
g= ( > ; f; E SL(2). 
(Hence I’ is the dual of the standard module; the reasons for this choice are 
historical. The standard module and V are isomorphic, however.) Put Rd = 
Sd( V) (Sd denotes the dth symmetric power); then Rd is the space of homo- 
geneous polynomials in x, y of degree d and the Rd form a complete set of non- 
isomorphic, simple, rational SL(2)-modules, and every module can be written 
as the direct sum of certain R,s. Let [W : R,] denote the multiplicity of R, in the 
SL(2)-module W. When X is a partition, let Sx denote the corresponding Schur 
functor and put 
Fx,(t) = C [S’(&) : R,]td. 
d>O 
Using methods from algebraic group theory, M. Brion in [Brion] found an ex- 
plicit formula for the generating function Fx,(t). In particular Brion’s formula 
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shows that Fxe(t) is rational. The aim of this short note is to discuss FJ,~(~) from 
another point of view and to show that it is rational with a different method. 
This method won’t give us the explicit form, though. 
2. SOME REPRESENTATIONS OF SL( V) 
In the sequel all vector spaces are over the complex numbers, as are all tensor 
products. The notation X t n means that X is a partition of n. The length Z(X) of 
a partition X is the number of positive parts. A complete set of non-isomorphic 
simple, polynomial GL( I/)-modules, where V is finite-dimensional, is given by 
the spaces Sx( I’), where X runs over the set of all partitions of length < dim V. 
By using Littlewood-Richardson’s rule and the fact that Xx( I’) = 0 if 1(X) > 
dim V, one can see that if X = p + (l”), where m = dim V, then 
(1) Sx( I’) E det @SP( V), 
where det is the one-dimensional module corresponding to the determinant, i.e. 
det N P( I’). The S”(V) are simple also as SL( V)-modules, but not neces- 
sarily non-isomorphic: By (1) we have 
(4 
{ 
Sfi( V) E! Sfi( V) as SL( V)-modules, where 
b= (IL1 -Pm,...,Pm- 1 -Pm). 
Since GL( V) = C*SL( V), it follows from this that a complete set of non- 
isomorphic SL( V)-modules is given by all Sx( V) with Z(X) < m = dim I’. 
We now consider representations of SL( V). As above, let [ W : Sp( V)] de- 
note the multiplicity of Sfi( I’) in the module W. Also let W, denote the CL-iso- 
typic constituent, i.e. the sum of all submodules isomorphic to Sj‘( I’). Define 
&(t) = c [S^(Sd( V)) : sq V)]td. 
d?O 
We are going to prove that this is a rational function. 
Assume that X I- n and put 
A = dTo VSd( I?), 
_ 
where T” is the nth tensor power. Then A is a graded algebra with multi- 
plication 
(El @ . . . @ 5nNw @ . . . @ 77,) = (51711 8 . .@ h?n), 
where {ivi is the product in S( V) = ed 2. Sd( I’). The grading is defined by 
giving the elements of Tn(Sd( V)) d e g ree d. Clearly A is generated by the ele- 
ments of degree 1, so in particular it is finitely generated (there are plenty of 
relations). There is of course an action of SL( V) on A. There is also an action of 
the symmetric group S,, by place permutations: 
g(rl @ ” @ rn) = C-‘(1) @ . ‘. @ td(n), 
and these two actions commute. Hence there is a natural action of SL( V) x S,, 
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on A and since this is a reductive group, the invariant algebra AsLcr’) ’ & is 
finitely generated. 
Remark. Let B be the n-fold tensor product of S( V) with itself, B = T”(S( V)). 
Then B 2 S( V”), where I’” means the direct sum of n copies of I’. There is a 
natural action of (C*)” on V”. If H is the subgroup consisting of all elements 
(a,. . . ,z,)withnzi = 1,thenA = B H, the subring of H-invariants. Since His 
a torus, and so reductive, it follows again that A is finitely generated. 
Theorem 1. Let dl, . . . , d, be the degrees of the generators of AsL(‘) “n. Then 
J’dt) = p(t) 
n;=, (1 -t”)’ 
where p( t ) is a polynomial. 
Remark. The theorem is clearly true also if one replaces SL( V) by a semi- 
simple subgroup. 
Proof. By Schur duality, 
(3) Ad := T”(Sd( I’)) 2 @ s”(sd( v)) @ 8, 
vkn 
as SL( I’) x &-modules, where 8, is the irreducible &-module corresponding 
to v t n. When ZA is a partition of length < dim V and X k n, let A(p, X) be 
the isotypic constituent of A corresponding to the SL( V) x &-module 
SP(I’) @ Qx. BY (31, 
A(p,X) 2 $ SX(Sd( I’)), @ Ox. 
d>O 
By [Kraft], Folgerung 111.3.2, A(p, A) is a finitely generated module over the 
invariant ring A sL(v) “,. Hence the Hilbert series 
H(A(p, X), t) := c dimA(& X)dtd = p(t) 
d>O Hi (1 - tq ’ 
where p( t) is a polynomial, But 
dim A(p, X), = dim SP( V) dim &[,SX(sd( I’)) : Sp( V)], 
wherefore H(A(p, X), t) = dim Sfi( V) dim OAFA@( and the theorem is 
proved. q 
3. THE CASE dim V = 2 
Now assume that dim I’ = 2. We will see that in this ‘classical’ case one can 
say a little more about Fx~. If p = (~1, uz) has length 2, then by (2), 
SP(V) = s P’ -P2( I’) = R,, _ ,J2. 
We let Z,, be the ring of SL(Z)-invariants in S(R,), Z,, = S(R,)SL(2). These rings 
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have been studied for at least 150 years; see e.g. [Springer]. Let ei, . . . , e, be the 
degrees of the generators of 1,. 
Theorem 2. We have 
Fdt) = P(f) n;=, (1 - tq 
where p( t) is a polynomial. 
Remark. Here Fx,(t) is Brion’s generating function, so that FAe(t) = F+(t) 
where pl - p2 = e in the notation of Section 2. 
Theorem 2 follows from the following 
Lemma 3. There is an SL(2)-equivariant isomorphism S(R,) --t ASn. 
Proof. Since S(R,) = S(S”( V)) is the polynomial ring on the basis x”, 
xn-‘y,...,yn of S”(V) and A = C @ T”(V) 8, T”(S2( V)) 69.. . there is an 
SL(2)-equivariant algebra homomorphism 4 : S(S”( V)) + A induced by the 
inclusion S”(V) % T”(V)“’ c T”(V). It follows that im 4 C AS.. We first 
show that 4 is injective and we do this by showing that the restriction to 
S”(S*(V)) is injective. A basis for sd(S’(V)) is given by the elements 
Xklyn-kl . . . xkdyn-kd with n > kl 2 k2 > ... > kd > 0 (. denotes the multi- 
plication in S(S”( V))). Let E E C[&] be the symmetrizing operator 
E=; c f7. 
. UES, 
The image oft = xklynPkl . . . xkdynPkd is 
E(X”kt g yo’(+kl)) * * +@‘kd B y@‘(“-W) 
(* denotes the multiplication in A) and a typical term in the expansion of this 
product has the form 
Order the n-tuples (al,. . , a,) so that (al,. , a,,) > (bl, . , b,) if the first non- 
zero difference ai - bi is positive. Then the leading term in d(c) is 
(X@kl g yo’(+kl)) * . . * @@.kd ,g y@+ki)) 
If this product equals x’lyd-‘l @. . . @ xbyd-‘n, then Ii is the number of ki’s 
that are 2 1, 12 is the number of ki’s that are > 2 and so on, so that if X = 
(k,, k2,. . .), p = (II, 12,. . .), then ,LL is the conjugate of the partition X, p = X’. 
Hence the leading term in 4(t) determines the sequence kl, kz, . . . , i.e. it 
determines I. It follows that 4 is injective. That 4 is surjective finally follows 
from 
dimSd(S”( V)) = (“;n);(“;n) = dimS”(Sd(V)) = dimA>. 
The proof is finished. q 
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The lemma in particular implies Hermite’s reciprocity theorem dimZ,J = 
dimZ,d. Of course there is an SL( V)-equivariant map C$ : S(Sd( V)) --f A” 
also if dim V > 2, but it is a difficult problem to determine its image. In fact, 
one (strong) formulation of Foulkes’s conjecture is that C$ is surjective 
s’(sd( V)) + sd(sn( V)) if n > d. 
4. A REMARK ON GL( V) 
If we consider representations of GL( I’) it is not very interesting to look at 
the series F,+(t), since Sfi(V) can be a constituent of sX(sd( V)) only if 
1~1 = d. 1x1. But the multiplicities [,SX(sd( V)) : Sp( V)] are nevertheless inter- 
esting, since sX(sd( V)) . IS an example of a plethysm, and as such presumably 
very difficult to decompose into irreducibles. If one somehow knows all multi- 
plicities [sX(Sd( V)) : S”(V)] for SL( V) ‘t 1 is however easy to find them for 
GL( V) as well, as follows: First note that if ~(~1 and ~(~1 are two partitions of 
the same weight and of length 5 m = dim V such that fi(‘) = bc2), then 1_1(i) =
p c2). Now if 
is the decomposition over GL( V), then 
is the decomposition into non-isomorphic irreducibles over SL( I’). For in the 
first summand l@l < d. 1x1 and the corresponding modules are non-isomorphic 
by the observation above, and in the second summand \l_~( = d. 1x1. Hence one 
can find the multiplicities for GL( V) from information on those for SL( I’). 
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